
The diploma thesis Handbooks of Romanian Language Published on the Territory of the
Czech Republic presents almost complete list of language publications which Czech
students can use studying the Romanian language. We have mainly selected handbooks
published on the territory of the actual Czech Republic. Handbooks published in Romania,
in former German Democratic Republic, in Slovakia and in other countries are mentioned
marginally. These handbooks have beem listed in the cases when the Czech and the
Romanian sections are included, so the Czech speaking user can use them without any
problems. Our list is resolved into three sections - into the list of the language textbooks,
into the list of phrase books and into the list of dictionaries.
Textbooks
The last new Romanian textbook was publicated 45 years ago in Czechoslovakia. This
textbook doesn't correspond, and can not possibly correspond, to the actual orthographical
norm of the Romanian language and it doesn't reflex the actual social situation. It ignores
subjects which have become increasingly important, e. g. the religion, the market economy,
the technical progress.
Apart from the modern all purpose Romanian textbook, there is a lack of the educational
material for the advanced students, on the level B2 and higher. Such educational material
has never been published in our country.
Phrase books
The content of the phrase books has been analysed. The most frequent subjects are
numerals, the food, the travelling, the date and the time, the shopping and the public
transport. The less frequented subjects are hobbies, e. g. the speleology, the mountain
climbing, the bodybuilding. Recently the religion subject appears in phrase books, on the
contrary the army area disappears. The business conversation and the criminality
terminology are underestimated.
Dictionaries
The dictionary with over 60 thousand subject words is absent in the Czech Republic. We
also miss some kinds of vocabularies, e. g. dictionaries with law or business terms. Some
electronic dictionaries and translators have been mentioned in this diploma thesis.
For completeness the handbooks of Romanian culture, e. g. the literature and the history
are listed as well.


